
Memo
To: iShoot Club Admin Users

From: Clark Hartness

CC:

Date: Apr 27, 2020

Subject: Club SO Upload of Shoot-Off Score-sheets

CLUB SO UPLOAD PROCESSES

Club Admins need a more streamlined way to upload score-sheets for iShoots. Attaching them to emails

are problematic to say the least.

Two sections have been added:

• Club SO Upload --- Shoot-Off Score-sheets # Focus of this document.

• Club SS Upload –-- Event Score-sheets  # Primarily for World but does have value at any event.

Enter the “Club SO Upload” section by clicking on this link.
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A “EVT SQD FLD” link is added for each shoot-off assigned fields and squads in the “Club Shoot-Offs” 

section.  This example is for “EVT 2 SQD 1001 FLD 1”
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This example is for “EVT 2 SQD 1001 FLD 2”
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Quickly skipping ahead, this is the “SO Upload Viewer” page, as it shows any “NEW UPLOAD” 

when the score-sheets are uploaded.  The bottom line is that a poor score-sheet picture is really worse 

than no score-sheet picture.  Here when images are first uploaded you have the ability to “REJECT” 

them.  When you do this they are removed from the DB and placed back into the “Uploader's List” to re-

upload.  Uploader's need to know that an image may be rejected so they can recapture it when it shows 

back up in their list.

The next pages are a detailed upload process.  There are several ways to upload score-sheet images, 

even from the field.  Some of the items shown here are tested in the field to work and some items are 

preferences to make score-sheet capture easiest for an admin in a more controlled environment.  You 

might find other items that work better/best for you.  I will include dome Amazon links for the items 

pictured in this document.  Feel free to pass on your success and failure to the group as we all have the 

same end goal.
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These small magnetic whiteboards with magnets, a tripod and goose-neck holder like this make it easy to 

capture good pictures with any cellphone with at least a 5 Mega-Pixel camera.  That said, while great for 

the Admin inside, if you are taking pictures out in a field environment, this is more than most want to keep 

up with.  After testing and evaluation at the 2020 Blaser we found:

• The best orientation to use is holding the Camera/Phone vertical and taking the picture rather 

than horizontal.  This was not the logical way that “I” expected to do it, but honestly it makes 

training of up-loaders much easier as they will normally take pictures this way.

• The optimum distance from the camera to the score-sheet is 9-12 inches, that also depends on 

the quality of the camera.  Some android phone cameras are very poor, okay they suck.

• Some brace whether a tripod like this of just some steady post to rest the phone against are a 

must to take good pictures.  The slightest shake can ruin a picture making it unreadable.
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The best way to upload the image is directly from the phone web-browser.  When done this way, the 

image can be captured without adding it to the phone image library and does not have to be eventually 

deleted from the devices memory.

On the “Club SO Upload” page clicking the event, in this case “Event 2-20” will list the Score-sheets 

expected for upload as shown at the top.  It is important to note all information in the 10 lines is correct for

the score-sheet, especially the Event, Squad and Field information.  This page refreshes every 5 minutes 

to help up-loaders stay logged in on phones or tablets.

When ready to capture click on the “Choose File” button in the form.
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Choose the “Take Photo or Video” option to capture the image.
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Align the score-sheet so the entire page is viewable and click the PHOTO button.
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Validate the picture is of good quality and click the “Use Photo” button.
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This image is zoomed to show detail.  In Chrome, the photo icon will show the file has been chosen.  

Click the “Upload Image File” to send the file to the server.
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When the upload completes a SUCCESS message will be displayed with the new image name.
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After the download success message has been displayed, a few seconds later the page will reload and 

the image will be removed from the list of expected score-sheets.  Repeat the process until all the SO 

images are collected.
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As shown before, the “SO Upload Viewer” page will list the new uploads to evaluate, reject or enter the 

scores.

Above is the “Admin View” that shows all the host club SO score-sheets easily.
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AMAZON HARDWARE ITEM INFORMATION

These small tripods are good deal because they come with many nice attachments.:

• qubo Mini Tripod Camera Holder - Premium Tabletop Small Phone Tripod Mount for GoPro 

iPhone / Cell Phones Webcam Projector Compact DSLR - Hand Desktop Camera Tripod Stand 

Table  On Amazon:

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07JGXPYL5/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o03_s01?

ie=UTF8&psc=1

These magnetic dry erase boards are affordable, I like the 11x14 because they give added space for 

extra magnets and such:

• U Brands Contempo Magnetic Dry Erase Board, 11 x 14 Inches, White Frame – 252U00-04

 https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00PRYQQES/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s00?

ie=UTF8&psc=1

These magnets work well. Sixty of them may seem like a lot, but they tend to disappear much like bungee

cords.  They also come in handy for a lot of things including magnetic scoreboards:

• 60 Pack Powerful Push Pin Magnets, Clear Crystal Color Idea for Holding Paper Photo Calendar 

on Refrigerator, Whiteboard and Dry Erase Board By House Again 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07KLRQ8H9/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s00?

ie=UTF8&psc=1

I bought some of these gooseneck microphone extensions.  They are very heavy duty, I intended them for

another use, but they make it so that you can flatten the small tripod for added stability.  You can make 

the hardware work without these but here is the information for them on Amazon:

•  Grifiti Nootle 9 Inch Flexible Metal Black Gooseneck Arm Leg Stand 1/4 20 Threaded Male 

Female for Cameras, Clamps, Phone and Tablet Mounts

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07KGHCSN5/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o05_s00?

ie=UTF8&psc=1
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